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Abstract. A workflow is the automation of a business process that takes place
inside one organization. While most of the formal approaches to workflow modelling consider only the process perspective, we propose a Petri net model which
integrates both the process and the resource perspective. The paper introduces
a special class of nested Petri nets, resource workflow nets (RWFN-nets), which
unifies the two perspectives into a single model. Unlike other models, RWFN-nets
permit a clear distinction between the perspectives, modelling efficiently their interaction, and ensure the flexibility of the system. The paper also defines a notion
of behavioural correctness for RWFN-nets, soundness, and proves this property
is decidable.
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Introduction

Over the last few years workflow technology has developed rapidly and has been increasingly used in many large organizations. A workflow is a complex process, consisting of activities organized in order to accomplish some goal. A workflow is structured
into several perspectives, among which we mention: the process perspective - specifies
which tasks need to be executed and in what order; the resource perspective - specifies
the population in which the workflow is executed (the resources) and the existing roles
(resource classes based on organizational or functional aspects).
A formal method which has been successfully used for workflow modelling is Petri
nets. Most of the current researches have been focused on the modelling of the process
perspective of workflows. A Petri net model for workflows, which includes resources,
can be found in [5, 6] where special places are used for representing resources in the process perspective. While the resource perspective is represented in a simplistic manner,
this approach defines and studies a soundness notion for workflows. A more detailed
view on the resource perspective is offered in papers like [11, 12], where coloured Petri
nets are used in order to model a work distribution system, but no correctness notion is
discussed.
The main problem with the approaches described above is that they either model
the resource perspective in a simplistic manner, or they fail to solve verification problems for workflows. Also, there is an unclear mixture of perspectives, which can make
workflow specifications difficult to understand, analyze and work with.
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In order to tackle these problems, this paper proposes a special class of nested Petri
nets, which will be used for the integrated modelling of the process and of the resource
perspective of workflows, permitting a clear distinction between them. Nested Petri
nets, which were introduced in [8], are a special class of the Petri net model, in which
tokens may be nets themselves (object-nets). Resource workflow nets (RWFN-nets) are
introduced as a special case of two-level nested Petri nets, in which the two perspectives
are modelled as two separate object-nets: one object-net is a Petri net which models the
resource perspective and the other is a Petri net which models the process perspective.
The dynamic behaviour of the RWFN-net ensures the collaboration between perspectives.
For the modelling of the process perspective we will use extended workflow nets,
a slightly modified version of workflow nets, introduced in [1]. In order to model the
resource perspective we introduce resource nets, a Petri net model which will be able
to describe the existing resources and roles, the allocation of resources to specific roles
(according to predefined rules) and the release of resources from roles. The two objectnets synchronize whenever a task from the workflow net uses a role of the resource net
and they behave independently otherwise. The paper also introduces a notion of behavioural correctness for RWFN-nets, soundness, and proves this property is decidable.
In what follows we will give the basic terminology and notation concerning workflow nets, a Petri net formalism which has been used for modelling the process perspective of workflows (for details the reader is referred to [1]). We assume the reader is
familiar with the Petri net terminology and notation.
In the process perspective, the workflow processes are instantiated for a specific case
(or workflow instance). In [1] a special class of Petri nets is introduced for modelling
the process perspective: workflow nets (WF-nets). A WF-net will specify the procedure
that handles a single case at a time. A WF-net is a Petri net which has two special
places: one source place, i, and one sink place, o. The marking in which there is only
one token in the source place represents the beginning of the life-cycle of a case (and the
initial marking of the net, denoted by i). The marking in which there is only one token
in the sink place, represents the end of the procedure that handles the case (and the final
marking of the net, denoted by o). An additional requirement is that there should not
be conditions and tasks that do not contribute to the processing of the case. The two
conditions are expressed formally as follows:
A Petri net PN=(P,T,F) is a WF-net iff: (1) PN has a source place i and a sink place
o such that •i = ∅ and o• = ∅. (2) If we add a new transition t∗ to PN such that
•t∗ = {o} and t∗ • = {i}, then the resulted Petri net is strongly connected.
A marking of a Petri net (and of a WF-net) is a multiset m : P → IN (where IN
denotes the set of natural numbers). We write m = 1′ p1 + 2′ p2 for a marking m with
m(p1 ) = 1, m(p2 ) = 2 and m(p) = 0, ∀p ∈ P − {p1 , p2 }.
The remain of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the definition
of resource nets, Section 3 defines RWFN-nets, Section 4 defines and studies the soundness property for RWFN-nets, Section 5 presents a short example of a RWFN-net and
Section 6 concludes the paper.
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2

The Modelling of the Resource Perspective Using Petri Nets

This section introduces a Petri net model for the resource perspective. This perspective
centers on the modelling of resources and their interaction with the process perspective.
There is a limited number of resources available for executing the tasks of the workflow.
A task that needs to be executed for a specific case is called a work item. Each work
item should be performed by a resource suited for its execution. In order to facilitate
the better allocation of resources to work items, resources are grouped into roles. Thus,
instead of assigning work items directly to resources, work items will be assigned to
certain roles. This way (pattern) of representing and using resources is called ”rolebased allocation” ([7, 10, 12]).
A role, also referred to as a resource class, is a group of resources with similar
characteristics. We consider that each resource has a general type. A resource can have
more roles (at different moments in time) and each role can be performed by several
resources of different types ([7]).
In our model, for each role one must specify the set of resource types that can be
mapped onto that role. Based on these rules (which are specified at design time), the
system will be able to allocate dynamically resources to the appropriate roles. Thus, a
specification for the resource perspective consists in the following elements:
- A set of resource basic types: RT = {T ype1 , . . . , T ypen }. For each type T ypei , i ∈
{1, 2, . . . , n} there is a number ni of resources of that type.
- A set of roles, RO = {Role1 , Role2 , . . . , Rolem }.
- For each role r ∈ RO, res(r) represents the resource types which can be assigned to
the role (res(r) ⊆ RT ).
Given the elements above, a resource net RN = (PRN , TRN , FRN ) can be defined
as follows:
– PRN = PRT ∪ PROLE ∪ P ′ where:
• PRT = RT , PROLE = RO.
• P ′ = {Rki |Rolei ∈ RO, T ypek ∈ res(Rolei )}.
– TRN = {assignki , releaseik |Rolei ∈ RO, T ypek ∈ res(Rolei )}.
– FRN = {(T ypek , assignki ), (assignki , Rolei ), (assignki , Rki ), (Rki , releaseik ),
(Rolei , releaseik ), (releaseik , T ypek )|Rolei ∈ RO, T ypek ∈ res(Rolei )}.
In the resource net, PRT corresponds to the set of resource types and PROLE corresponds to the set of roles. For each role Rolei and for each resource type T ypek ∈
res(Rolei ) the following elements are added to the net (see Fig. 1): a place Rki , which
will be used for the proper release of resources; a transition assignki which moves a
resource from T ypek to role Rolei ; a transition releaseik which releases the resources
of type T ypek , assigned to Rolei , when they are not needed any longer. In the initial
marking of the net, in every place T ypei , there will be a number of tokens equal to the
number of resources of that type.
One can notice that the Petri net model we propose abstracts from the interaction with
the process perspective. In the next section, for every task in the workflow that needs the
role Rolei for its execution, a new transition will be added to the resource net (transition
usei in Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. A resource workflow net in its initial marking.
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The Definition of Resource Workflow Nets

This section introduces a special class of nested Petri nets, which will model a workflow
which incorporates both the process perspective and the resource perspective.
We define, first, extended workflow nets, an extension of the WF-nets defined in
Sect. 1.
Definition 1. Let W F = (P, T, F ) be a WF-net. The extended WF-net is W F ′ =
(P, T ′ , F ′ ), where T ′ = T ∪ {t′ } and F ′ = F ∪ {(o, t′ )}.
Nested Petri nets are high level Petri nets which can have as tokens ordinary Petri nets.
A nested Petri net consists of a system net (a high level Petri net with expressions on
arcs) and object Petri nets.
Definition 2. A Resource Workflow Net is a two-level nested Petri net
RW F N = (V ar, Lab, (W F ′ , i), (RN, m0 ), SN, Λ, Role) such that:
1. V ar = {x, y} a set of variables.
2. Lab - a set of net labels.
3. (W F ′ , i), (RN, m0 ) are the token (object) nets:
– (W F ′ , i) is an extended workflow net with its initial marking.
– (RN, m0 ) is a resource net with its initial marking.
4. SN = (N, W, M0 ) - the system net of RWFN, such that:
– N = (P, T, F ) is a high level Petri net such that
• P = {I, p, O}, where O is a place such that O• = ∅ and I is a place such
that •I = ∅.
• T = {end}.
• F = {(I, end), (p, end), (end, O)}.
– M0 is the initial marking of the net, in which there exists a single atomic token
in place I and the place p contains the pair ((W F ′ , i), (RN, m0 )).
– W is the arc labelling function: W (I, end) = 1, W (p, end) = (x, y),
W (end, O) = 1.
5. Λ is a partial function which assigns to certain transitions from the nets W F ′ , RN ,
SN , a label from the set Lab, and Λ(end) = e, Λ(t′ ) = e.
6. Role is a partial function which assign to every labelled transition t from W F ′
(t 6= t′ ) a role from RN such that: if Λ(t) = l and Role(t) = Rolei then there
exists a transition t∗ in RN with Λ(t∗ ) = l and (t∗ , Rolei ), (Rolei , t∗ ) are arcs in
RN .
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There are only two object-nets in a RWFN-net: (W F ′ , i) is an extended workflow Petri
net and (RN, m0 ) is the resource net which describes the resource perspective. Variables x and y will be assigned a certain value at runtime: each variable can take as value
an object-net in a certain marking. The system net, SN , is a high level Petri net. Tokens
in SN can be atomic tokens, without inner structure, or net-tokens (the two object-nets).
W is a function that assigns to each arc in SN an expression. In RWFN-nets, an expression can be either the pair (x, y) or the constant 1. Λ is a partial function that labels
transitions from the two object-nets and the transition of the system net. The labelled
transitions from W F (the underlying WF-net of W F ′ ) represent the tasks that need
roles from the resource net. Role is a partial function which assigns to every task (labelled transition) t in W F , a role Rolei from the resource net. This function designates
the role that can execute this task.
A workflow is modelled using RWFN-nets in the following manner: first, the process perspective (the tasks that need to be executed and their order of execution) is
modelled using an extended WF-net. The resource perspective is modelled separately
using a resource net. For each task that needs a certain role for its execution, a new transition is connected with the place corresponding to that role, in the resource net. The
task and the added transition have the same label. A simple example of a RWFN-net is
presented in Fig. 2.
We denote by Anet the net tokens of the RWFN-net:
Anet = {(W F ′ , m1 ), (RN, m2 ) / m1 is a marking of W F ′ , m2 is a marking of RN }.
A marking of a RWFN-net is a function such that: M (I) and M (O) are natural
numbers, M (p) ∈ Anet × Anet . We write M as a vector M = (M (I), M (p), M (O)).
Definition 3. A binding (of transition end) is a function b : V ar → Anet .
Definition 4. Transition end from the system net SN of a RWFN-net is enabled in a
marking M w.r.t. a binding b if and only if:
∀q ∈ •end : W (q, end)(b) ⊆ M (q), where W (q, end)(b) is the arc expression of the
arc (q, end) evaluated in binding b.
The firing of end produces a new marking, M ′ : M [end[b]iM ′ , such that, for every
place q: M ′ (q) = (M (q) − W (q, t)(b)) ∪ W (t, q)(b).
There are three types of steps in a RWFN-net:
Definition 5. A vertical synchronization step:
If transition end is enabled in a marking M w.r.t. a binding b and t′ is enabled in the
object-net W F ′ , then the simultaneous firing of end and t′ is a vertical syncronization
step.
This step removes the two object-nets from p. In the resulting marking, M ′ , there is only
one atomic token in place O. We write M [end[b]; t′ iM ′ .
Definition 6. An object - autonomous step:
Let M be a marking of a RWFN-net and (α1 , α2 ) a pair of tokens from p. Let αi be
one of the two object-nets (i ∈ {1, 2}) αi = (W F ′ , m) or αi = (RN, m). Let t be a
transition in αi such that t is enabled in marking m, Λ(t) is undefined and m[tim′ (i.e.
the firing of t, by the firing rule from the classical Petri nets, produces a new marking
m′ in αi ).
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Let M ′ be a marking of the RWFN-net obtained from the old marking M by replacing in the tuple (α1 , α2 ) from M (p) the net token αi with the net token αi′ , where
αi′ = (W F ′ , m′ ) or αi′ = (RN, m′ ). We write: M [; tiM ′ .
M’ is a marking of the RWFN-net obtained from M by the firing of a local transition in
one of the object-nets. We notice that none of the object nets are moved from the place
p.
Definition 7. A horizontal synchronization step:
Let M be a marking of RWFN and (α1 , α2 ) a tuple of net-tokens from p. Assume, for
instance, that α1 = (W F ′ , m1 ), α2 = (RN, m2 ). Let t1 be a transition in WF such
that m1 [t1 im′1 (by means of classical Petri nets) and Λ(t1 ) = l. Let t2 be a transition
in RN such that m2 [t2 im′2 (by means of classical Petri nets) and Λ(t2 ) = l, l ∈ Lab.
The synchronous firing of t1 and t2 is called a horizontal synchronization step.
The resulting marking, M ′ , is obtained from M by replacing the net tuple (α1 , α2 ) from
place p with tuple (α1′ , α2′ ), where α1′ = (W F ′ , m′1 ), α2′ = (RN, m′2 ). We write:
M [t1 ; t2 iM ′ .
M ′ is the marking obtained by the simultaneous firing of t1 in (W F ′ , m1 ) and t2
in (RN, m2 ), while both object-nets remain in the same place of SN .
A firing sequence from M to M ′ is a sequence of steps Y1 , . . . , Yn such that
M [Y1 iM1 [. . . [Yn iM ′ . If there is a firing sequence from M to M ′ we can write M [∗iM ′
∗
or M → M ′ . We say M ′ is reachable from M and write M ′ ∈ [M i.
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Fig. 2. A resource workflow net in its initial marking.

4

The Soundness of Resource Workflow Nets

In this section we will introduce a notion of soundness for RWFN-nets.
A notion of soundness was defined for WF-nets, expressing the minimal conditions
a correct workflow should satisfy ([1, 4]). An extended workflow net W F ′ is sound if
the underlying WF-net is sound.
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Definition 8. A workflow net WF = (P, T, F) is sound iff:
1. For every marking m reachable from the initial marking i, there exists a firing
sequence leading from m to the final marking o (termination condition):
(∀m)((i[∗im) =⇒ (m[∗io)).
2. Marking o is the only marking reachable from state i with at least one token in
place o: (∀m)((i[∗im) ∧ m ≥ o) =⇒ (m = o)).
3. There are no dead transitions in WF: (∀t ∈ T )(∃m, m′ )(i[∗im[tim′ ).
We will consider the final state for a RWFN-net, a marking Mf , in which there is
only one atomic token in place O: Mf = (0, 0, 1). A RWFN-net is sound if: (1) W F ′ is
sound and (2) for any reachable marking of the RWFN-net, M ∈ [M0 i, there is a firing
sequence that leads to Mf .
We can define formally the notion of soundness for a RWFN-net as follows:
Definition 9. A RWFN-net RW F N is sound if and only if:
1. (W F ′ , i) is a sound workflow net.
2. For every marking M reachable from the initial marking M0 , there exists a firing sequence leading from M to the final marking Mf : (∀M )((M0 [∗iM ) =⇒
(M [∗iMf )).
First, we consider the workflow is sound if the WF-net describing the process is sound
(abstracting from resources). The final marking of the RWFN-net is reached if and only
if the vertical synchronization step fires. This implies that transition t′ is enabled in
W F ′ , which happens if and only if the final marking of the WF-net has been reached.
Thus, the second condition from the soundness definition basically states that the workflow is sound if the termination condition still holds in the WF-net, when the firing of
tasks is restricted by the resource perspective.
The notion of soundness for RWFN-nets is weaker than the notion of soundness
defined in [1], as it does not impose the absence of dead steps in the RWFN-net. If a
RWFN-net is sound, one can easily see that marking Mf is the only marking reachable
from M0 with at least one token in place O. This property is similar to condition (2) in
Def. 8.
In order to decide whether the soundness property defined is decidable, we introduce
a partial order on the markings of the RWFN - net (see [8]):
Definition 10. Let RW F N be a RWFN-net, M1 and M2 markings of RW F N . M1 
M2 if and only if M1 (I) ≤ M2 (I), M1 (O) ≤ M2 (O) and there is an embedding
Jp : M1 (p) → M2 (p), such that for α = (α1 , α2 ) ∈ M1 (p) and for Jp (α) = α′ =
(α1′ , α2′ ) we have for i ∈ {1, 2} either αi = αi′ or αi = (EN, m) and αi′ = (EN, m′ )
(EN ∈ {W F ′ , RN }) and for all the places q of EN : m(q) ≤ m′ (q).
Definition 11. Given a set of markings Q = {q1 , q2 , . . . , qn } and an initial marking
M , the inevitability problem is to decide whether all computations starting from M
eventually visit a marking not covering (w.r.t. the partial ordering ) one of the markings from Q.
It was proven in [8, 9] that the inevitability problem is decidable for nested Petri nets.
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Theorem 1. Let RW F N be a RWFN-net and M ∈ [M0 i. There is a firing sequence
M [∗iMf if and only if there is a firing sequence M [∗iM ′ and M ′ does not cover (w.r.t.
) the marking (1, 0, 0).
Proof. If M [∗iMf in RW F N , we can consider M ′ = Mf .
We assume there exists a firing sequence from marking M to a marking M ′ which does
not cover the marking (1, 0, 0). If M ′ does not cover (1, 0, 0), then M ′ (I) = 0 (there
are no tokens in place I). Marking M ′ is reachable from M0 (because M0 [∗iM [∗iM ′ ).
M ′ (I) = 0 if and only if the vertical synchronization step Y = (end[b]; t′ ) fires in
RW F N . The firing of this step always leads to the marking Mf (so, M ′ = Mf ). This
implies there is a firing sequence such that M [∗iMf .
⊓
⊔
Theorem 2. The soundness problem is decidable for RWFN - nets.
Proof. Let RW F N be a RWFN-net. Using the definition of soundness and Theorem
1, RW F N is sound if and only if: (1) W F is sound and (2) for any reachable marking
in RW F N , M ∈ [M0 i, there exists a firing sequence M [∗iM ′ such that M’ does
not cover (w.r.t. ) the marking (1, 0, 0). The soundness of WF-nets is decidable and
condition (2) is equivalent to the inevitability problem, if we consider the marking M
and the set of markings Q = {(1, 0, 0)}.
⊓
⊔

5

An Example of a Resource Workflow Net

The example in Fig. 3 presents a RWFN-net modelling a workflow which processes
credit requests in a bank. We assume there are two types of resources (clerks and
economists) and two possible roles (secretary and credit officer). A secretary role can
be performed by a clerk and a credit officer role can be performed by an economist. The
specification for the resource perspective is:
RT = {clerks,economists}, RO = {secretary,credit officer}, res(secretary)={clerks},
res(credit officer)={economists}. In the process perspective, described by the extended
workflow net W F ′ , when a request for a credit appears, the first transition to fire is register request. A secretary role is needed for the execution of this task. After this, one of
the transitions aprove credit or deny credit can fire (a credit officer role is needed for
their execution). Finally, transition send answer fires (a secretary role sends the answer
to the client). The function Role is defined as follows: Role(register request)=secretary,
Role(aprove credit)=credit officer, Role(deny credit)=credit officer,
Role(send answer)=secretary. From the specification and from the Role function results a resource net RN (Fig. 3). We consider the following marking m0 for RN :
m0 = 1′ clerks+1′ economists. In the initial marking of the net, M0 (I) = 1, M0 (p) =
((W F ′ , i), (RN, m0 )). Several object-autonomous steps (the firing of unlabelled transitions from RN ) are possible in M0 . Let assume that transition assign secretary
fires in the resource net RN. This is a role-allocation transition in the resource net. The
new marking of the RWFN-net is M1 = (1, ((W F ′ , i), (RN, m1 )), 0), where m1 =
1′ secretary + 1′ R1 + 1′ economists. When a request appears, the first task to execute
is register request, which can only fire simultaneously with transition use secretary in
RN . In marking M1 of the RWFN-net, the synchronization step described above can
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Fig. 3. A resource workflow net in its initial marking.

fire: transition register request is enabled in (W F ′ , i) and transition use secretary is enabled in (RN, m1 ). After the firing of this step, a new marking, M2 (see Fig. 3), results
in the resource workflow net: M2 = (1, ((W F ′ , m′1 ), (RN, m2 )), 0), where m′1 = 1′ p1
and m2 is the marking of RN obtained from marking m1 by the firing of use secretary
(m2 = m1 ). The system remains blocked (no other task in the process is executed)
unless the resource allocation system allocates resources (economists) for the credit officer role. Transition assign co can fire independently in RN . The resulting marking in
the RWFN-net is M3 = (1, ((W F ′ , m′1 ), (RN, m3 )), 0), where m3 = 1′ secretary +
1′ credit officer + 1′ R2 + 1′ R1 . In M3 , transition aprove credit in W F ′ can fire simultaneously with transition use co in RN . After the firing of this synchronization
step, the resulting marking of the RWFN-net is M4 = (1, ((W F ′ , m′2 ), (RN, m4 )), 0)
where m′2 = 1′ p2 and m4 = m3 . Next, transition send answer from W F ′ can fire
simultaneously with transition use secretary 2. After the firing of this synchronization
step, the resulting marking of the RWFN-net is M5 = (1, ((W F, m′3 ), (RN, m5 )), 0)
where m5 = m4 and m′3 = 1′ o. One can notice that the vertical synchronization step
Y = (end; t′ ) is enabled in marking M5 with the binding b: b(x) = (W F, m′3 ), b(y) =
(RN, m5 ) and the firing of this step removes the two net tokens from place p. The
RWFN-net has reached a final state and terminated correctly. This RWFN-net is a sound
RWFN-net.

6

Conclusion

This paper presented a special class of nested Petri nets used to model both the resource perspective and the process perspective for a workflow. The two perspectives are
represented as two independent object-nets which synchronize whenever a task from
the workflow net uses a role of the resource net. The advantage of this approach is
that it integrates both perspectives but it keeps a clear difference between them: unlike
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other approaches that use Petri nets, resources and roles are not represented in the same
Petri net as the process. This allows a clear distinction between the two perspectives
and a flexible workflow system: changes in the two perspectives can be done easily,
with minimal changes in the other perspective. A notion of soundness was introduced
and we proved this property is decidable for RWFN-nets. Future work aims at defining
RWFN-nets which will model workflows that process batches of cases, instead of one
case in isolation.
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